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Abstract. Data mining (DM) research has successfully developed advanced DM techniques and algorithms over the last few
decades, and many organisations have great expectations to take more benefit of their data warehouses in decision making.
Currently, the strong focus of most DM-researchers is still only on technology-oriented topics. Commonly the DM research
has several stakeholders, the major of which can be divided into internal and external ones each having their own point of view,
and which are at least partly conflicting. The most important internal groups of stakeholders are the DM research community
and academics in other disciplines. The most important external stakeholder groups are managers and domain experts who
have their own utility-based interests to DM and DM research results. In this paper we discuss these practice-oriented points
of view towards DM research and suggest broader discussions inside the DM research community about who should do that
kind of research. We bring in the discussion several topics developed in the information systems (IS) discipline and show
some similarities between IS and DM systems. DM systems have also their own peculiarities and we conclude that researchers
who take into account human and organisational aspects related to DM systems need to have also some understanding about
DM. This makes us suggest that the research area inside the DM community should be made broader than the current heavily
technology-oriented one.
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1. Introduction

Data mining (DM) and knowledge discovery help to accumulate and process data and make use of
it [16]. The two disciplines bridge many technical areas, such as databases, statistics, machine learning,
and human-computer interaction. The set of DM processes used to extract and verify patterns in data is
the hard core of the knowledge discovery process.

Technical aspects of DM have received good amount of rigorous research efforts and are maturing
fast, demonstrating a huge potential in exploiting existing large data bases. Some companies have had
and many more are planning to have pilot DM projects. An excellent collection of DM algorithms and
bright data miners are needed to implement these DM projects. But this is not enough for organisations
to take full competitive advantage from DM. The problems considered and the solutions developed need
to be selected carefully to support other efforts of the organisation, too. Currently the maturation of
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DM-supporting processes which would take into account human and organisational aspects is still living
its childhood.

There has been quite much research dedicated to DM frameworks. We have presented a comprehensive
review of existing DM frameworks grouping them into three categories: theory-oriented, process-
oriented, and foundation-oriented frameworks [26].

The theory-oriented frameworks are based mainly on one of the four following paradigms: 1) one ofthe
three statistical paradigms: statistical experiment paradigm, statistical learning from empirical process
paradigm, and structural data analysis paradigm, 2)the data compression paradigm where the dataset is
compressed by finding some structure or knowledge within it, 3)the machine learning paradigm where
the idea is to let the data suggest a model, and 4)the database paradigm based on the idea that all the
power of discovery is in the query language.

The process-oriented frameworks view DM as a sequence of interactive processes that include data
cleaning, feature transformation, algorithm and parameter selection, evaluation, interpretation, and
validation. CRISP-DM [5] is maybe the best example of a methodology for the DM artifact production
process.

The foundation-oriented frameworks are based on the idea that DM research needs a commonly
accepted conceptual framework or a paradigm in order to form consensus on fundamental concepts.
However, there are also strong opinions supporting diversity seeing an umbrella-framework as more
reasonable. A similar discussion has been going on quite a while about the core of Information System
(IS) research (see for example two recent works [1,2]).

Different theory-based frameworks account for different DM tasks like clustering or classification.
These raise the exploratory nature of the frameworks for DM, but still there are too few approaches
taking utility into account (as in [23]). Some recent work in this area has emerged within the so-called
utility-based data mining (UBDM) research [34,37].

In this paper we focus on consideringthe stakeholders of DM research and their utility expectations
with respect to DM research results. Corresponding considerations have earlier been taking place in
other research areas, as in the IS discipline that we refer to. In the IS community an IS is often considered
(in the traditional IS research framework [10]) in its organisational environment that is surrounded by an
external environment.

We have suggested in [27] that user and organisation related research results and organisational settings
used in the IS discipline include essential points of view which might be reasonable to take into account
in developing DM research towards practically more relevant directions in domain areas where human
and organisational aspects matter. As IS research, also DM research has several stakeholders, the major
of which can be divided into internal and external, each having their own and commonly conflicting
goals. Currently, DM researchers rarely take industry (the most important external stakeholder) into
account while conducting their often technology oriented research activities.

So far in the DM community there are too few research activities directed towards the study of aDM
system as anartifact aimed to enable certain DM tasks in a certain context (Fig. 1).

This even holds in the industry context where meaning, design, use, and structure of a DM artifact is
an important topic. Situation is still more complicated because outputs vary significantly by industry
affecting the meaning and measurement of utility and performance.

Although, recent development in cost-sensitive learning and active learning has started to consider
some of the economic utility factors (like the cost of data, cost of measurement, cost of class label and
so forth), yet many other utility factors are left outside the main directions of the emerging utility-based
DM research (UBDM).
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Fig. 1. DM artifact (adapted from [2]).

For us DM is inseparably included as an essential part of the knowledge discovery process and we
see that the more holistic view of DM research is needed. If we as DM researchers want to participate
in this kind of research efforts then we need to accept to take under investigation also utility-related
topics. Simple assessment measures in DM like predictive accuracy have to give way to economic utility
measures, such as profitability and return on investment. But on the other hand data mining systems
(DMS) have their own peculiarities, which should be taken into account also in the holistic DMS research.
We have introduced a generic framework for utility-based DM research in [29].

In this paper we motivate DM researchers to consider the possibility to take utility aspects into account
from a broader perspective than is usually done in the UBDM context nowadays, and consider different
groups of stakeholders of DM research and their corresponding (possibly conflicting) interests in utility
considerations.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce DM as a process and
briefly review and summarise recent research directions in UBDM, which were reflected at UBDM-
05 and UBDM-06 workshops [34,37], and some other relevant publications. In Section 3 we discuss
the stakeholders of DM research, and motivate broadening the utility concept in the context of UB-
DM, emphasising the importance of business understanding and necessity to analyse the process of
using/applying the developed DM artifact in the real context. In Section 4 we continue analysis of DM
research stakeholders considering the relevance aspect of research from the different stakeholders’ point
of view. In Section 5 we address the issues of DM artifact development and use, and a broader vision
beyond artifacts. We conclude briefly with some remarks and discussion of further research in Section 6.

2. DM processes: A relevance-oriented perspective

Fayyad in [16] defines knowledge discovery from databases (KDD) as “the nontrivial process of iden-
tifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data”. Before focusing
on discussion of the DM process, we would like to make a note that this definition is pretty capacious;
it gives an idea what is the goal of DM and in fact it is cited in many DM related papers in introductory
sections. However, in many cases those papers have nothing to do with novelty, interestingness, potential
usefulness, and validity of patterns which were discovered or could be discovered using DM techniques
proposed later in those papers.

The DM process comprises many steps, which involve data selection, data preprocessing, data trans-
formation, search for patterns, and interpretation and evaluation of patterns [16]. The steps start with the
raw data and finish with the extracted knowledge, which was acquired as a result of the whole DM/KDD1

process. The set of DM tasks used to extract and verify patterns in data form the core of the process. Most

1We would like to clarify that according to Fayyad’s definition, and some other research literature, DM is commonly referred
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current DM/KDD research is dedicated to the pattern mining algorithms and descriptive and predictive
modelling of data.

The life cycle of a DM project according to the CRISP-DM model consists of six phases (though
the sequence of the phases is not strict and moving back and forth between different phases normally
happens) [5].

For us it is natural to define utility as an overall measure of benefit (e.g. economic) and thus the utilities
connected with the entire DM process. In the rest of this section we review UBDM research directions
and summarise the steps of the CRISP-DM process which are taken into account.

Considerations of costs and benefits are common for all managerial decisions in an organisation.
Consequently, the quality of a DM artifact and its output must be evaluated considering its ability to
enhance the quality of the resulting decision. Most of early works in predictive DM did not address the
different practical issues related to data preparation, model induction, and its evaluation and application.
Cost-sensitive learning [33] research emerged initially in DM as an effort to reflect the relevance of
incorporating the costs resulting from a decision (based on prediction of DM model). Many application
areas of DM suggested that e.g. for classification, the costs to predict class membership of instances
accurately are proportional to the amount of accurately predicted instances yet needed to account for the
asymmetric costs associated with true versus false prediction of positives and negatives. The knowledge
of this asymmetry can be used to guide the parameterisation of a classifier and selection of the most
appropriate one (e.g. MetaCost [13] or cost-sensitive boosting [15]). This leads to the development of
robust evaluation techniques like the ROC convex hull method [28] or the area under the ROC curve
(AUC) [4] which can be utilised when considering the business problem and managerial objectives.

As DM is commonly referred to as secondary data analysis, it is often assumed that a fixed amount
of training data (being collected for some other purposes) is available for the current goal of knowledge
discovery. Consequently, it is assumed by many developers of DM techniques that data is given and there
are no costs associated with the availability of the data. However, sooner or later it becomes evident that
availability of data for analysis (and especially the availability of labeled data for supervised learning)
affects the economic utility of acquiring training data (or labelling unlabeled data) and therefore, should
be considered as the costs of building a model, and applying the model.

Thus, e.g. in medical diagnostics the general problem can be formulated as follows: given the costs
of tests and the total fixed budget, decide which tests to run on with which patients to obtain additional
information needed to produce an effective classifier (assuming that no or little training data is available
initially) [18]. Then, cost consideration includes the costs associated with building the classifier and the
costs (and benefits) associated with applying the classifier.

Evaluation of cost-sensitive learners was studied by Holte and Drummond in [22]; they introduced
cost curves which enable easy visualisation of average performance (expected cost), operating range,
confidence intervals on performance, and difference in performance and its significance.

Thus, it seems that at least most of the current research in UBDM inclines to cost-sensitive learning
and active learning paradigms from the machine learning perspective, and refers to total utility as derived
from the following DM related processes:

to as a particular phase of the entire process of turning raw data into valuable knowledge, and it includes the application of
modeling and discovery algorithms. In industry, however, both knowledge discovery and DM terms are often used as synonyms
to the entire process of producing valuable knowledge from data.
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Fig. 2. DM Stakeholders view on utility considerations.

– data preparation2 – costs of acquiring the data, including primarily the costs of 1) measuring an
attribute value, 2) data labelling for supervised learning, 3) data records collection/purchase/retrieval,
and 4) data cleaning and preprocessing;

– data modelling and evaluation – costs of search for patterns in the data, costs of misclassification,
benefits of using the discovered patterns/models.3

Thus, deployment and impact estimation from the use of DM artifact processes, which we believe are
at least not less important for addressing utility issues in UBDM as data preparation and data modelling
processes, are currently almost completely ignored in DM research.

Even if UBDM researchers say that the goal of UBDM is to maximize the total benefit of using the
mined knowledge minus the costs of acquiring and mining the data, yet it does not assume the thorough
analysis of use processes and accounting for various benefits (and risks) associated with them. The
mined knowledge is of utility to a person or an organisation if it contributes to reach a desired goal.
Utility-based measures in itemset mining use the utilities of the patterns to reflect the user’s goals. Yao
et al. in [36] review utility-based measures for itemset mining and present a unified framework for
incorporating several utility-based measures into the DM process by defining a unified utility function.
Yet, it is always assumed that there is a (single type of) user and that the user is able to clearly formulate
business challenges and to help to find an appropriate transformation of them into a set of DM tasks or
simply pick up solutions among the available ones.

In the following section we consider different types (and organisational levels) of DM use and DM
stakeholders emphasising the differences in utility considerations depending on the type of DM use or
the type of DM stakeholder. We support our discussion with Fig. 2 having roots in CRISP-DM but
emphasising the importance ofUse process that can start as long as there exists a ready-to-use DM
artifact (that is the result of the development, implementation, evaluation, and deployment of certain
DM solution that address the recognised business challenge). We emphasise also that theuse process is
connected to a certain type(s) of DM stakeholders (yet potentially belonging to the same organisation),
who may have different (and potentially competing) business challenges. The use of DM artifact leads

2Data preparation step can be associated not only with data preprocessing, data selection and data transformation processes,
but also with data collection, data acquisition and/or data labeling.

3Currently this direction is limited to accounting for some economic benefits, known (or believed to be known) in advance
without estimation of actual individual or organisational impact using the DM artifact.
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Fig. 3. Rigor and relevance aspects of DM research and DM stakeholders (adapted from [20]).

Fig. 4. A traditional IS’s view applied to DM research (adapted from [10]).
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Fig. 5. Adapted from D&M IS Success Model [11] and updated D&M IS Success Model [12].

to certain individual and/or organisational impacts (illustrated later with Fig. 5), the evaluation of which
in our opinion is exactly the main way of utility and relevance estimation.

3. Stakeholders of DM research

A stakeholder of DM research is a person or organisation that has a legitimate interest in DM research
or its results. Following [30], we divide the stakeholders of DM research into two groups: 1)internal
stakeholders that are stakeholders within academia, and 2)external stakeholders that are all the others
outside academia (Fig. 3).
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Related to IS research, Hirschheim and Klein in [21] stress the need to recognise its stakeholders
raising a question “who the stakeholders for our research are and what relevancy means for them”. They
mention as external stakeholders of publicly-funded IS research the following: industry shareholders and
their agents (management), the employees of firms and organizations, their agents (unions), community
and other levels of government and the general public. Beside external stakeholders they refer to [3] that
IS researchers have important stakeholders within academia, as funding agencies, colleagues in other
disciplines, university administrators, and students.

In their detailed analyses of external stakeholders Hirschheim and Klein in [21] focus on the most
commonly espoused group, the industry management considering two subgroups: senior management
and the practitioners in IS departments. From the internal stakeholders they consider also two groups:
IS research community and academics in other disciplines.

Hevner et al. in [20] have considered the design science setting from the relevance and rigor point of
view. Figure 3 is a simplified and modified version of their original figure applied to DM research. In
this figure we have on the left-hand side the environment of the DM research which includes stakeholders
having business needs related to DM research. On the right-hand side in the figure is the knowledge base
related to the DM research. It forms the base for rigorous research and it can be thought as an internal
stakeholder expecting contributions from DM research. Hevner et al. in [20] support the idea that IS
research at the best serve both the environment and the knowledge base.

Chiasson and Davidson in [6] considered various ways industry can be addressed in IS research; they
also assessed how industry influences IS activities. They found that industry often provides important
contexts and so-calledcontextual spaces to build a new theory and to refine or evaluate the boundaries
of an existing theory.

There are opposite opinions also in the IS research area. For example Alter in [1] mentions referring
to the rigor versus relevance discussions in [9] that “the IS academic community is the customer of aca-
demically respectable IS research; publications written to be understandable and usable by practitioners
are often viewed as unworthy of credit within the academic community”. He further raises a broader
question about the customers of the IS discipline, not just IS research publications.

Lin in [35] claims that the research and development goals of DM are quite different, since research
is knowledge-oriented while development is profit-oriented. Thus, DM research is concentrated on the
development of new algorithms or their enhancements but the DM developers in domain areas are aware
of cost considerations: investment in research, product development, marketing, and product support.

We agree that Lin’s claim clearly describes the current state of most DM research. However, we want
to raise the question, “Is it reasonable that DM researchers leave the study of the DM development and
DM use processes totally outside their research area?”. Are these equally important aspects going to be
handled better by the researchers of other areas, and DM researchers should also in the future concentrate
on the technological aspects of DM only?

In any case it is evident that DM research has both external and internal stakeholders, as IS do. DM
researchers themselves decide which of them they take into account in their research settings. The
narrowest scope is to think that only other DM researchers are considered (as in reference [1] above).

Our opinion is that it is time to seriously consider broadening the scope of DM research to cover more
topics related to the main external stakeholders too.

4. Relevance of DM research for stakeholders

Cresswell in [8] writes “One rather critical distinction is betweenrelevance to andserves the interests
of or is value to” when considering the relevance of IS research. Hirschheim and Klein in [21] keep
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this distinction as a starting point in exploring the meaning of relevancy. According to them (ibid, 249-
250), “Creswell points out that some research could be rather critical of practice and could undermine a
stakeholder’s interest, yet this would not make the research irrelevant”.

They continue (ibid, 249) that “as different stakeholder groups tend to possess conflicting interests
arising from different value systems, IS relevancy depends on value judgments that should be made
explicit while not engendering opportunities to learn from the interaction with any stakeholders that are
willing to open themselves to IS researchers.” They continue considering relevance through so called
disconnects that represent differences of expectations between IS research and its stakeholders.

Indeed, the utility considerations can be regarded to be at least partly different for different groups of
DM research stakeholders.

If we imagine utility consideration by top-management in some organisation (i.e. external stakeholder,
who can, potentially, adopt a DM artifact or results produced by it for managerial decision making) when
deciding of DM project selection, then the traditional investments appraisal technique can be Parker et
al.’s [25] information economics considering two domains: business and technology domain. The busi-
ness domain includes the following factors: 1) return on investment, 2) strategic match, 3) competitive
advantage, and 4) organisational risk. The technology domain includes the factors: 1) strategic architec-
ture alignment, 2) definitional uncertainty risk, 3) technical uncertainty, and 4) technology infrastructure
risk. Steward and Mohammed in [32] have in their article regrouped the factors of Parker et al. [25]
under two main criteria: value and risk.

Utility consideration of a domain expert (i.e. another type of an external stakeholder group that uses
DM artifact or results produced by it for decision support in daily operational decision making e.g. in
diagnostics) includes sub-criteria that impact the overall utility of DM tool from his/her point of view
such as: 1) satisfaction from use, 2) possible changes in responsibilities in decision making, 3) whether
the tool is transparent in functionality and the results are easy to interpret, 4) whether training and
support is likely to be needed (and provided), and finally, 5) what the overall impact from performance
perspective of the use of the tool will be. We can see that these utility considerations (in fact, potentially
related to the same DM artifact) differ quite a lot from the ones of the previous group of stakeholders.

In discussions concerning internal stakeholders of IS research the relevance for academics from
other departments is considered to be at least as important as the relevance for external stake-holders,
because the other academics “control the advancement of IS researchers and the field as a whole more
than anything else” [21]. They see that these other communities may have entirely different sets of
expectations to IS, even if they share the applied focus of IS.

The most important internal stakeholders of DM research are of course researchers in the same area.
For them the rigor aspect of research is dominating and the main criteria for relevance of research, too.
Nowadays widespread utilisation of IT within diverse industries (manufacturing, health care, education,
etc) has also raised the interest of other academics to the results of IT-related research and DM research,
too. This means that we encounter a growing pull as DM researchers to make rigor research that at the
same time produces useful results for researchers of other areas.

Hirschheim and Klein in [21] have recognised that both the business community and the academic
community have not managed to justify their expectations about IS research. They blame the IS research
community in having done a very poor job of communicating in a not very convinced way, if the IS
researchers truly believe that their theories are relevant for practitioners. On the other hand “the view of IS
held by IS-practitioners is at best only partially supported by some theories that guide IS research” [21]
and the view of non-IS practitioners is still “even more at odds”. As a way to start to solve these
communication problems they suggest increasing the amount of research directed at understanding both
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the IS and non-IS practitioners and having discourse with them about realistic expectations with regard
to IS. If this is still the common situation when IS researchers have had co-operation with practitioners
over several decades, then what is realistic to expect about the situation with the mutual understanding
in DM research?

When considering various ways to address industry in IS research, Chiasson and Davidson in [6]
also outlined a range of strategies for incorporating industry into IS research. We adopt their reasoning
to the context of DM research. Indeed, DM researchers rarely take industry into consideration while
conducting their often rigorous research activities. Although some exceptions can be found, as it is
with some issues in active learning and cost-sensitive learning areas, which address some utility issues,
such as cost-effective acquisition of information for the training data; consideration of costs and benefits
associated with using the learned knowledge and how these costs and benefits should be factored into
the DM process. Taking the needs of industry seriously into account is still in its infancy in the DM
research area even when the industry context is important to the meaning, design, use, and structure of a
DM artifact. The situation is even more complicated because the outputs vary significantly with different
branches of industry, affecting the meaning and measurement of utility and performance (especially e.g.
with not-for-profit industries where the outputs are often complex).

Lin in [35] notices that a new successful industry (such as DM) can follow consecutive phases: 1)
discovering a new idea, 2) ensuring its applicability, 3) producing small-scale systems to test the market,
4) better understanding of new technology, and 5) producing a fully scaled system. At present there
are several dozens of small-scale DM systems. This fact according to Lin indicates that we are still
in the 3rd phase in the DM area. However, we believe that DM is going towards the next levels, and
therefore the study of the DM development and DM use processes is equally important as the study
of the technological aspects, andsuch research activities are likely to emerge within the DM research
community or outside it.

This is supported also by the recently established workshops and conference tracks, where applications
of DM in industry/business and consideration of utility, associated risks and costs are encouraged.

By saying the above we are not arguing that industry/relevance/utility should be considered in every
DM research project, though our analysis encourages the DM research community to take more relevance-
oriented aspects of external stakeholders into its research.

5. Beyond DM artifact

Until the mid-nineties DM required considerable specialised knowledge and was mainly restricted to
users with substantial background in statistics, pattern recognition, databases, and other related fields.

Dunkel et al. in [14] concluded ten years ago that there is a need and opportunity for computing
systems research and development, but still to the best of our knowledge there are no significant research
papers published in this direction in the DM area.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software played a significant role in popularising DM
among corporate users. Availability of various DM algorithms, incorporation of DM modules by DB
vendors in their solutions and emergence of open standard for accessing DM functionality from other
applications also beneficially affected the attitude towards DM as a business function which provides a
strategic advantage in developing, defining, and deploying competitive business strategies.

However, it is still poorly recognised within the DM research community that it is essential to make
research related to the development processes and use processes of DM systems, considering impacts
and the essential factors that affect the impacts.
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Piatetsky-Shapiro in [35] gives a good example that characterises the whole area of DM research: “we
see many papers proposing incremental refinements in association rules algorithms, but very few papers
describing how the discovered association rules are used”.

In [27] we suggested adopting the traditional IS research framework [10] and, analogously, we
considered DMS as a system having organisational and external environments and including a user
environment, a DM development environment, and a DM operations environment (Fig. 4).

Indeed, DM is a fundamentally application-oriented area motivated by business and scientific needs
to make sense of mountains of data [35]. It is essential to make research related to the use processes of
DMSs, considering impacts and the essential factors that affect the impacts. We introduced in [27] to
DM community an adapted IS Success Model [11] and updated D&M IS Success Model [12] that are
very well-known in the IS discipline (Fig. 5).

In IS, success factors research has a long tradition. A similar approach is needed with DMS to recognise
the key factors of successful use and impact of DMS both at individual and organisational levels. The
first efforts in that direction are the ones presented in the DM Review magazine [7,19] referred below
and those should be followed by research-based reports.

Coppock in [7] analysed, in a way, the failure factors of DM-involved projects. In his opinion they
often have nothing to do with the skill of the modeller or the quality of data. But those do include
these four: 1) persons in charge of the project did not formulate actionable insights, 2) the sponsors
of the work did not communicate the insights derived to key constituents, 3) the results don’t agree
with institutional truths, and 4) the project never had a sponsor and champion. The main conclusion of
Coppock’s analysis is that as in an IS the leadership, communications skills and an understanding of the
culture of the organisation are not less important than the traditionally emphasised technological job of
turning data into insights.

Hermiz in [19] communicated his beliefs that there are four critical success factors for DM projects:
1) having a clearly articulated business problem that needs to be solved and for which DM is a proper
tool, 2) insuring that the problem being pursued is supported by the right type of data of sufficient
quality and in sufficient quantity for DM, 3) recognising that DM is a process with many components
and dependencies – the entire project cannot be “managed” in the traditional sense of the business word,
and 4) planning to learn from the DM process regardless of the outcome, and clearly understanding, that
there is no guarantee that any given DM project will be successful.

Lin in [35] notices that in fact there have been no major impacts of DM on the business world
echoed. However, even reporting of existing success stories is important. Giraud-Carrier in [17]
reported 136 success stories of DM, covering 9 business areas with 30 DM tools or DM vendors referred.
Unfortunately, there was no deep analysis provided that would summarise or discover the main success
factors and the research should be continued.

We refer an interested reader to [25], where we discuss applying an adapted Hevner et al.’s [20]
view on the behavioural-science paradigm and the design-science paradigm within the research in the
IS discipline, and Nunamaker et al.’s [24] view on system development as a multi-methodological IS
research cycle to the DM area.

DM was earlier commonly considered as a separate part of the knowledge discovery process and this
gave natural background to concentrate only on technological aspects behind the DM artifact, such as
machine learning algorithms used in DM. But actually all the stages of the knowledge discovery process
impact the utility of the knowledge derived from the data. The final utility is influenced by all the steps
including acquiring data, extracting a model, and applying the acquired knowledge. Similarly, utility
considerations also impact the assessment of the decisions made based on the learned knowledge.
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For us DM is inseparably included as an essential part of the knowledge discovery process, and we
think that a more holistic view is needed in DM research. If this is accepted, then DM researchers have
to take under investigation also the utility-related topics. Simple assessment measures like predictive
accuracy have to give way to economic utility measures, such as profitability and return on investment.

If the DM community considers DM as a fundamentally application-oriented area motivated by
business and scientific needs to make sense of mountains of data then DM researchers if interested to
target their external stakeholders should recognize the major “marketing” challenges they are facing.

Some researchers might think that their task is only to continue doing a ‘high-quality’ (that often means
rigorous but not necessary relevant) research, and an external stakeholder would easily find their results,
and either apply them directly to address their well-understood need or at least would be able to clearly
formulate their needs and ask to adapt research outputs accordingly. We might imagine that such a
scenario works when the link between DM research and its external stakeholders is well-established and
full-scale DM systems are widely (and successfully) adopted. Because this is not the current situation,
then DM research has to ‘market’ the outputs of its research to the external stakeholders. Researchers
need to understand the needs of business and they need to communicate with their business actors to be
able to adjust their expectations concerning DM possibilities to a realistic level.

We apply in the DM research context the framework of Smith [31] introduced for marketing knowledge
management in an organisation. Marketing can be seen as a process that involves five major steps [31]:
1) defining the type of need that can be already present, latent, or absent (i.e. not recognised by a
customer), 2) ensuring that the output of DM research meets the customer’s need (so-calledbrand
awareness), 3) stressing to a favourable attitude towards a brand (so-calledbrand attitude), 4) assisting
the target customer to take an action using DM artifact (so-calledbrand purchase intention), and finally
5) facilitating purchase.

Marketing advices to recognise basic, enabling and strategic needs, define what are the current needs
and focus on them (ensuring that lower level needs are continue to be met). It has been recognised that
many failures of IT/IS were due to development of too generic capabilities which did not add business
value [31]. DM is not an exception having also such experiences. Consequently, a negative attitude
towards DM as the result of problems with the past history may make it difficult to convince our external
stakeholders to invest their (often limited) resources in DM rather than other options.

6. Concluding remarks and future work

DM has lately been loaded with strong expectations to help organisations and individuals get more
utility from their databases and data warehouses. These expectations are more based on the fine rigor
research results achieved with technical aspects of DM methods and algorithms than the vast amount
of practical success stories. The time when DM research has to answer also the practical expectations
is fast approaching. Who should care about research of users’ (both individuals’ and organisations’)
goals and success factors when they install and use DM (system) parts in their ensembles of information
system functionalities? Do the researchers of these topics need some amount of DM knowledge beside
the information system one?

The goal of this paper is to raise these broader utility based DM questions under discussion of
researchers in the DM area. We first made a short review of the DM research that has taken utility into
account. Then, we divided the major stakeholders of DM research into internal and external ones and
considered some aspects of the relevance of DM research from their point of view. After that we took a
closer look at practice oriented normative advices included into the CRISP-DM model to motivate the
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use and user orientation more broadly in the utility considerations. We discussed briefly the well-known
success model and the design science approach applied in the IS discipline. We considered more closely
the stakeholders of DM research especially from their utilities point of view in a new revised framework
that reflects DM related processes.

From a wider perspective we believe that building of knowledge networks across the field boundaries
(DM and IS) would benefit the DM field in terms of better understanding and addressing such important
issues as DM success, DM costs, DM risks, DM life cycles, methods for analysing DM systems,
organising and codifying knowledge about DM systems in organisations, and maximising the value of
DM research.

Our main aim is to raise under discussion what research topics are “acceptable” for DM researchers.
If a more holistic view of DM research is selected then the DM research community needs to pay more
attention to both the needs of larger group of customers and marketing the research results in a way that
supports realistic expectations of them.

In our future work we plan to focus on meta-analysis of the DM research tracing its development,
and to produce categorisations based on theory/practice orientation of examined DM research, the use
of different kinds of research methods, and other criteria.

We plan to estimate approximately the proportions of published work in different directions and
different types of DM research through literature review and papers categorisation according to predefined
classification criteria. Beside the analysis of the relevant literature from the top international data-mining
related journals and international conference proceedings, we plan to collect and analyse the editorial
policies of these top international journals and conferences. This will result in better understanding of
the major findings and trends in the DM research area. We expect that this will also help us to highlight
the existing disbalance in the area, and suggest the ways of improving the situation.
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